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Templates - review
w Generic Programming (programming with types as
parameters)
w Types or values as parameter in definition of class, function or
type alias
w Initial syntax of template declaration form, instantiation of
template as definition with template argument (the
parameter(s) )
w Class template member kinds can be: member data (variable
and constants), functions, aliases (typedef or using ),
static s, member types (member class) and member
template s, plus friend s
w Named types can be used in User Specialisations of classes or
functions

Templates - review
w Bjarne Stroustrup states ’Templates are used for
generic programming - this is with a focus on design,
implementation and use of general algorithms,
generic means algorithms taking a wide variety of
types’
w Templates provide compile-time polymorphism,
class hierarchies, virtual functions and pointers and
provide run-time polymorphism

Introduction
w The Standard Library defines powerful, templatebased, reusable components that implement many
common data structures and algorithms used to
process those data structures.

Standard Library
w Components specified by ISO C++ standard, to be
shipped with every implementation, providing:
n
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n
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Language features: e.g. range-for statement, memory
management, and run-time type (RTTI) information
Any implementation (MSVC++, gcc etc.) extensions
e.g. for C++14 or Microsoft specific features
Concurrency (thread based) features: thread creation
and locking for variable access
Essential (foundations) such as The STL and IO
streams

The headers
w Containers, Iterators and Algorithms
w three key components of the Standard Library—
containers (templatized data structures), iterators and
algorithms.
w Containers are data structures capable of storing
objects of almost any data type (there are some
restrictions).
w There are three styles of container classes—first-class
containers, container adapters and near containers.

The headers
Common Member Functions Among Containers
wEach container has associated member functions—a subset of
these is defined in all containers.
Iterators
wIterators, which have properties similar to those of pointers, are
used to manipulate the container elements.
wBuilt-in arrays can be manipulated by Standard Library
algorithms, using pointers as iterators.
wWe’ll see that manipulating containers with iterators is
convenient and provides tremendous expressive power when
combined with Standard Library algorithms—in some cases,
reducing many lines of code to a single statement.

The headers
Algorithms
wStandard Library algorithms are function templates that
perform such common data manipulations as searching,
sorting and comparing elements (or entire containers).
wThe Standard Library provides many algorithms.
wMost of them use iterators to access container elements.
wEach algorithm has minimum requirements for the types
of iterators that can be used with it.
wWe’ll see that containers support specific iterator types,
some more powerful than others.
wA container’s supported iterator type determines whether
the container can be used with a specific algorithm.

The headers
w Iterators encapsulate the mechanisms used to access
container elements.
w This encapsulation enables many of the algorithms to
be applied to various containers independently of the
underlying container implementation.
w This also enables you to create new algorithms that
can process the elements of multiple container types.

Design Constraints on the Standard
Library
w A foundation for students and professional programmers,
including library designers
w Efficient enough to compare with hand-coded
implementations
w Provision of pre-specified or user specified policy
arguments (e.g. sorting functions or memory allocators)
w Convenient, complete and easy to use
w Type-safe (in principle all constructions type-checked at
compile time)
w Extensible for user-defined types, as with built-in and
standard library types handling

Header files specify the facilities
w
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Containers vector, deque,map,set,queue,stack
Utilities iterator
Algorithms algorithm
Diagnostics exception,cassert
Strings and Characters string,cstring
Input and Output
istream,ostream,iomanip,streambuf,
sstream,iostream,fstream
Localisation
Language support limits,typeinfo(rtti)
Numerics cmath
Concurrency mutex,threads,atomic
C Compatibility
Core Language Support: new, initializer_list

STL features
w Software components designed for reuse, modularity and usability
w Uses Value Semantics copy in and copy our, managed by the
containers
w Incorporated into ANSI/ISO C++ 98 standard and is part of the
standard distribution
w Composed of containers, algorithms, iterators, function objects and
allocators:
n
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Containers are data structures (sequenced / associative)
Iterators generalise C++ pointers to access data
Algorithms work on a variety of containers - including built-I types (e.g
arrays)
Function Objects parameterised arguments, in the form of classes used
to control how algorithms work
Allocators encapsulate the memory allocation model the components
use

Tips from C++ How to Program

Introduction to Containers
w Container holds a sequence of elements
w The containers are divided into four major categories—
sequence containers, ordered associative containers, unordered
associative containers and container adapters.
w Sequenced: vector, list, forward_list and
deque
w Associative (ordered): map, multimap, set and
multiset
w Associative (unordered): unordered_map,
unordered_multimap, unordered_set and
unordered_multiset
w Adapted containers: priority_queue, queue and
stack

Introduction to Containers (cont.)
w Containers Overview
w The sequence containers represent linear data structures
(i.e., all of their elements are conceptually “lined up in a
row”), such as arrays, vectors and linked lists.
w Associative containers are nonlinear data structures that
typically can locate elements stored in the containers
quickly.
w Such containers can store sets of values or key-value
pairs.
w As of C++11, the keys in associative containers are
immutable (they cannot be modified).

Introduction to Containers (cont.)
w The sequence containers and associative containers
are collectively referred to as the first-class containers.
w Stacks and queues are typically constrained versions
of sequence containers.
w For this reason, the Standard Library implements
class templates stacks, queue and priority_queue as
container adapters that enable a program to view a
sequence container in a constrained manner.
w Class string supports the same functionality as a
sequence container, but stores only character data.

Introduction to Containers (cont.)
Near Containers
wThere are other container types that are considered
near containers—built-in arrays, bitsets for maintaining
sets of flag values and valarrays for performing highspeed mathematical vector operations (not to be
confused with the vector container).
wThese types are considered near containers because
they exhibit some, but not all, capabilities of the firstclass containers.

Introduction to Containers (cont.)
Common Container Functions
w Most containers provide similar functionality.
w Many operations apply to all containers, and other
operations apply to subsets of similar containers.
w Overloaded operators <, <=, >, >=, == and !=
perform element by element comparisons.
n

These are not provided for priority_queues.

Introduction to Containers (cont.)
w Overloaded operators <, <=, >, >= are not provided
for the unordered associative containers.
w Member functions rbegin, rend, crbegin and crend
are not available in a forward_list.
w Before using any container, you should study its
capabilities.

Vector
w Features of std::vector<T> are fast insertion at
end, random access to elements. In general most efficient,
but slower for insertions/removal when not at end
compared to deque and lists.
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Ranged for access on elements using with auto
variable
Vector api includes:
creation
insertion via push_back()
size via size()
access - checked via at() and unchecked via
operator[]
copy through = operator

List
w Features of std::list<T> are forward/backwardly
(doubly) linked, provides efficient insertion, extraction and
moving of container elements. Limitation is access is
sequential not random.
n
n
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Insertion or deletion does not affect other elements
Subscript access is not provided, compare with
std::vector<T> []
Each item has link to previous and next item (pointer)

w Many other operations same as std::vector<T>
w New in C++11 is forward_list , which is singly linked
list for forward traversal and short lists
w Destructive member operations affect size of
std::list<T>

Introduction to Containers (cont.)
w Requirements for Container Elements
w Before using a Standard Library container, it’s important to
ensure that the type of objects being stored in the container
supports a minimum set of functionality.
w When an object is inserted into a container, a copy of the
object is made.
w For this reason, the object type should provide a copy
constructor and copy assignment operator (custom or default
versions, depending on whether the class uses dynamic
memory).
w [Note: This is required only if default memberwise copy and
default memberwise assignment do not perform proper copy
and assignment operations for the element type.]

Introduction to Containers (cont.)
w Also, the ordered associative containers and many
algorithms require elements to be compared—for this
reason, the object type should provide less than (<)
and equality (==) operators.
w As of C++11, objects can also be moved into
container elements, in which case the object type
needs a move constructor and move assignment
operator

Associative Containers
w Uses a key to provide storage and retrieval. Item (value) is
inserted with a key becoming a std::pair<T,U> .
Like a dictionary (word/meaning). They have lookup
(find/search) as ordered or unordered versions. Ordered by default uses < less than operation (binary tree), while
unordered use hash tables. Single or Multiple container
variants (e.g. std::map<S,T,U> and
std::multimap<S,T,U> ) support one or many
values per key
n
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Ordered associative containers are set, map,
multiset, multimap
Unordered associate container are unordered_set,
unordered_map, unordered_multiset and
unordered_multimap

Associative Containers
w Wide range of constructors, including with policy
comparator options
w insertion and lookup with subscript and at()
members
w find() and ordering functions
w if key is not found with subscript [] a default
value is inserted

Container adapters
w Providing a restricted interface to a container to produce
an adaption, for example the std::stack<T>
interface, based upon std::deque<T> , other adapted
containers include std::queue<T> and
std::priority_queue<T>
n
n
n
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The adapter changes the interface of another component
container adapters , iterator adapters, function adapters
For example stack interface: insertion at one end using
push() , destructive removal using pop() from the
same end and testing for empty()
priority_queue uses the element’s inherent ordering
(using operator<() ), which determines the top()
element.

Introduction to Iterators
w Iterators have many similarities to pointers and are used to
point to first-class container elements and for other purposes.
w Iterators hold state information sensitive to the particular
containers on which they operate; thus, iterators are
implemented for each type of container.
w Certain iterator operations are uniform across containers.
w For example, the dereferencing operator (*) dereferences an
iterator so that you can use the element to which it points.
w The ++ operation on an iterator moves it to the container’s
next element (much as incrementing a pointer into a built-in
array aims the pointer at the next array element.

Introduction to Iterators (cont.)
w First-class containers provide member functions
begin and end.
w Function begin returns an iterator pointing to the first
element of the container.
w Function end returns an iterator pointing to the first
element past the end of the container (one past the
end)—a non-existent element that’s frequently used
to determine when the end of a container is reached.

Introduction to Iterators (cont.)
w If iterator i points to a particular element, then ++i
points to the “next” element and *i refers to the
element pointed to by i.
w The iterator resulting from end is typically used in an
equality or inequality comparison to determine
whether the “moving iterator” (i in this case) has
reached the end of the container.
w An object of a container’s iterator type refers to a
container element that can be modified.
w An object of a container’s const_iterator type
refers to a container element that cannot be modified.

Iterators
w The std::iterator is a mechanism for manipulating
elements within std::containers . Working closely with
std::algorithms they provide pointer-like access to
container elements. For access to elements either a single
iterator or a pair of iterators are used. The latter option
provide a range: [begin,end) - for access and / or
manipulation. In general iterators provide a range of
operations:n
n
n
n

pre-increment / post increment or access (dereference)
pre-decrement / post-decrement
access via subscript and dereference
equality, inequality, comparison

Iterator Operations
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
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For an iterator pointing into a container element the following
operations may be available
++p p++ *p : pre/post increment (forward to next) and
access (dereference)
--p p-- : pre/post decrement (backward to previous)
p[n] : access (subscript) as *(p + n)
p->m : access (member access) as *(p).m
p==q : equality (both pointing to same element, or at end)
p!=q : inequality (elements are not the same)
p < q : p points to element before the one q points to (see
also <=, >, >= )
p += n : advance p, so p points n element past current
position (see also -= )
q = p + n : set q, advance p by n, store new position in q

Hierarchical Relationship
w In order to support a varying range of access approaches
for a range of different std::container types the
std::iterators are factored into a hierarchy (not a class
hierarchy, but a functional one). The hierarchy consists of
five types, supporting an increasing range of operational
functionality:
n
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Input iteration Iterate forward ++ ; read using * an
object from a container. Example an: std::istream
iterator
Output iteration Iterate forward ++ ; write using * into
a container. Example a: std::ostream iterator

Hierarchical relationship
n

n

n

Forward iteration Combines read/write, forward
direction , plus save position (storage using
assignment) and comparisons. Example containers
using forward iterators: std::forward_list
Bi-directional iteration As forward, but read / write
in forward / reverse directions. Example containers:
std::list, std::map and std::set
Random iteration As bi-directional, plus random
access operations, and combinations with integers,
includes: ++ - [] += -= + - < <= >= Example
containers: std::vector

Random Access iterators
w Iterator arithmetic (like pointer arithmetic e.g for arrays),
where r is a std::iterator and n is an int
eger
w Addition and subtraction of an integer: r + n ; n +
r; r - n ;
w Access to location n elements away with r[n] or *(r + n)
w Bidirectional “big jumps”, expressed as: r += n ; or r
-= n
w Iteration subtraction, expressed as: r - s; produces an
integer number of elements between the two iterators
w Comparisons: r < s; r > s; r <= s; r >= s produces a
boolean result

Iterator Adapters
w I/O iterators facilitate use of input or output streams
n
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n
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istream_iterator (for input) and
ostream_iterator (for output)
istream_iterator is input only, reads types (T) from
stream in single direction
constructor type 1: istream_iterator(istream&)
with Template. E.g istream_iterator<T> produces
input iterator for values of type T from given input stream (such
as the standard input cin )
constructor type 2: istream_iterator<T>() an input
iterator works as an end marker - a value which inputiterators
are equal to when scanning reaches end-of-stream

Iterator adapters
w Output iterator constructor
ostream_iterator(ostream& s, const
char* delim)
w ostream_iterator<T> provides an output
iterator such that assignment of T through it is
equivalent to s « T « delim

Iterator Adapters
w Using istream_iterator for Input and ostream_iterator for
Output
w We use iterators with sequences (also called ranges).
w These sequences can be in containers, or they can be
input sequences or output sequences.
w The program following demonstrates input from the
standard input (a sequence of data for input into a
program), using an istream_iterator, and output to the
standard output (a sequence of data for output from a
program), using an ostream_iterator.
w The program inputs two integers from the user at the
keyboard and displays the sum of the integers.

Iterators and Pointers
w An iterator is not a general pointer
w It cannot be made to point to null
w Test to see if iterator is pointing to valid element by
testing against end()
w An iterator can be made invalid if...
n
n

n
n

it has not been initialised to a container element, or
the container has been implicitly or explicitly resized,
or
the container it was pointing to is destroyed or
because it points to the end of a sequence

